The LKB 2075 Diluteris a-universal instrument which L, can be used either as a diluter or as a dispenser.
The diluter is extremely fast As a diluter it will siphon up a preset volume of a sample liquid and flush it out with a preset volume of ragent 100 times in an hour.
As a dispenser t will disp:ense either one or two reagents, at preset volumaes, up to 1200 times in aihour.
An outstanding fue is the great accuracy of performance of both d autng d dispensing func:tions The volumes are pres and areselected by pressing one of ten push-buttons The priion ofthe delivered volume isbetter than ± 1% (1 C.) A Barnstead is forever.
It's not unusual for a Barnstead still to be in continuous service for 20 years. And more.
Because when we make a still, we make it right. Using only time-tested matenrals.
Of course, we also design our stills right to begin with. Which is why they've been meeting the most exacting pure water requirements for years.
No wonder they can deliver high punrty water to the most critical specifications. Hardy's final suggestion is cause for some concern. He says that "to the extent that scientific-scholarly pursuits are valuable to a society, then that society should provide the conditions which promote such pursuits." This statement completely overlooks the important work of science policy analysts (2) Merker and Davis ask whence came the cultural value categories which I used. They derive in part from the previous research of Weber (1), Merton (2) , and Knapp and Goodrich (3) , all of whom discuss the "Protestant ethic" (see my article, p. 498). Since my research indicates that portions of the Jewish community are high producers and suggests, as well, that there are great differences within the Protestant groups, I tried to redefine and extend the list of cultural factors considered by these investigators to include those which cut across the "high producing" groups and which differentiate them from the "low producing" groups. This identification was facilitated by Strodtbeck's analysis (4) (5) and questionnaire responses (6) from scientists themselves provided some of the basis for the value set. I make no brief that I have "proved" a causal connection between the particular set of values mentioned and the production of scholars; I have only inferred one. The set simply represents my best effort, for the moment, to identify the factors common to the high producers as contrasted with those of the low producing groups.
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